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DAY 1
1. 2-SERIES PROCESSOR
• Design
Z-BUS
300Mb/s

Master Card

40Mb/s
Y-BUS

USB; 10/100 Ethernet; USBII
RELAYS;

IR;

COM

Supports all classic generation “X” cards

This is the latest generation of Crestron processors capable of
multithreading and uses a Motorola ColdFire® Processor. This
processor is now utilizing 32bit architecture enabling complex
mathematics and string handling to be carried out at a significantly
faster speed. The processor is rated at 257 MIPs.
The processor uses a CUZ for its firmware which sits over an
upgradeable monitor Rom.
The processor is broken into two busses designed to provide a 300mbs
bus for high speed communications to Ethernet based systems and a
40mbs bus for low speed communication over RS232 IR and relay
control.
The processor can handle 1000 digital signals changing status at the
same wave. (Wave will be explained later on). For analogue this value
is 256 and for serial signals this value is 127.
Our processor is event driven, so the processor only actions whenever
there is a change of status of a specific signal and will only process this
signal and the related signals in the program. So in rest (no button
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presses on the TP), the communication between the TP and the
processor is shut down.
• 2-Series processing speed
1/100 = 1 TICK and is equal to 10 ms.
Every TICK can be divided into 255
(So every wave = 0.039 mS (10ms / 255))

parts

or

WAVES.

In 1 wave, the processor is able to shift a digital signal trough a
symbol. (So 1 wave is 1 action…)
Example: In how much time before the contact closes from the
moment the button is pressed?

Solution: Time = 3 X 1 wave = 3 X 39 µS = 127 µS
The processor can do this for a maximum of 1000 digital, 256
analogue and 127 serial signals per wave.
Processor
QM-RMC
QM-RMCRX-BA
AES
AMS
AMS-AIP
PAC2M
MPS
AADS
PAC2
PRO2
AV2
CP2
MP2
MC2
RACK2

Processing speed (MIPS)
63
63
66
66
66
66
66
100
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
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• Numeric Formats
Numeric values can be expressed in a number of formats, where the
character in parentheses represents the format identifier:
(d) Decimal
(h) Hexadecimal
(%) Percentage
(s)
Seconds
(t)
Ticks
(= 1/112.5 seconds = 8.8ms for Xgeneration Processors)
(= 1/100 seconds = 10ms for 2 Series Processors)
(' Character’) (Single byte)
The allowable range of analogue values expressed in each format is as
follows:
Format
Decimal
Hexadecimal
Percentage*
Seconds**
Ticks
Byte

Minimum
0d
0h
0%
0s
0t

' ' (space, ASCII 20h)

Maximum
65535d
FFFFh
100%
582.53s
65535t
'~' (tilde, ASCII
7Eh)

*Percentage and seconds formats can be expressed with precision of .01% or .01s.
**Double precision time values range from 0.0 seconds to 19,088,743 seconds.
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• Buffer Power
Suppose we need to send 100 serial commands to a broadcast
switcher via serial control as fast as possible. So how can we send as
many strings possible as fast as possible?

When using the oscillator symbol, the minimum value we can fill in is
1t (1 tick).
This means an oscillating speed of 2 X 8.88ms or 17.6 ms.
For 100 strings this would be 1.76 seconds what’s to slow. So the
above solution is the fastest possible.
A buffer can be used as an oscillator, can be used to slow down a
signal for a few waves and can also be used as an OR gate.
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Example:

In the above example the BUFFER functions as an OR gate because
the signal name for all the outputs are the same. We can even take all
OR gates out of the total program and put them in 1 BUFFER that
function as a multiple OR gate:
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2. SIMPL WINDOWS SHORTCUT KEYS
• Display manipulation
ALT + B
ALT + P
ALT + Y

Hide / View both Symbol Library and Program View
Hide/ View Program View
Hide/ View Symbol Library

• Signal manipulation
ALT +
ALT +
ALT +
ALT +
SHIFT
F4
F6
F9

6
1 to 5
/SHIFT + PLUS
+ F4

Add signal suffix from prompt
Add signal suffix that were set in Preferences
Add or delete 1 input or output to a symbol
Add multiple inputs or outputs to a symbol
Increment Signal name by First Numeric value
Increment Signal name by last Numeric value
Copy selected signal from one side to the other
Search and replace

• General edit
CTRL + C
CTRL + X
CTRL + V

Copy
Cut
Paste
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3. Exercise: Analog scaling
New used symbols
• Analog Scaler [ascale]
The Analog Scaler symbol scales the range of values for its analog
input signal to the range defined by the <span> and <offset>
parameters, using the following formula:
<aout> = (<ain> * <span> / <divisor>) + <offset>
Where <span> represents the scale factor, and <offset> the
minimum value. The default divisor is 65535d unless defined.
• Analog Scaler without Zero Pass [ascale0]
The Analog Scaler without Zero Pass symbol operates identically to the
Analog Scaler symbol, except for the behavior when the input is set to
0d.
On the Analog Scaler, when <ain> = 0d, this results in <aout> also
immediately being set to 0d (a "zero pass"), whereas in the Analog
Scaler without Zero Pass the output does not go to 0d, it is set equal
to the offset.
• Analog Compare - Full Set [acomp2]
The Analog Comparison symbol compares the values of its two inputs
and drives its outputs high based on the following traditional
conditions:
Value 1 is <, <=, >=, >, =, != Value 2 the corresponding output will
go high until another match is found.
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4. Exercise: Analog RAM
New used symbols
• Analog RAM [ram]
The Analog RAM symbol stores the current values of all its analog
inputs in NVRAM (non-volatile RAM) whenever the <store> input goes
high while any one or more <select> inputs are high.
The stored values are recalled:
1. Whenever a <select> input goes high while <recall> is high;
or
2. Whenever <recall> goes high while a <select> input is high
and <store> is low.
Every analog input has a corresponding analog output, and each
input/output pair is independent of other input/output pairs. (In
normal applications, each input/output pair will have the same signal
name.)
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5. Exercise: IR control
New used symbols
• Numeric Keypad [#pad]
The Numeric Keypad symbol generates on its output the analog value
of its digital inputs, keeping the value within the range given by the
<upper limit> and optional <lower limit> parameters.
The <0> through <9> keypad inputs set the output value and are
cumulative. That is, a rising edge of <2> sets the output to 2, a
subsequent rising edge of <5> sets the output to 25, and so on. The
output value also increments by 1 with each rising edge of <+>, and
decrements by 1 with each rising edge of <->.
• Decade [decade]
The Decade symbol converts its analog input into groups of digital
outputs representing the decimal value of each digit. Each group acts
as a one-of-ten decoder. For example, given an input of 125, the
following outputs would go high: <hundreds1>, <tens2> and
<units5>.
The optional <enable> input enables the symbol when high and sets
all outputs to 0 when low. In applications where the value of the
analog input might change continually, as from an Analog Ramp
symbol, <enable> can be pulsed in order to produce the desired
output.
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DAY 2
1. RS232 / 422 / 485
• What is RS232?
It is a standard for serial interfacing (RS = Recommended Standard)
that has been approved by the EIA (Electronics Industry Association)
for inter-connecting serial devices. It dates from 1962 and is originally
developed to achieve serial communication between peripherals on a
network (such as printers, terminals,…).
It is unbalanced and uses a 9 or 25 pin connector.
There are 3 possible RS232 interconnections:
SIMPLEX: Only two conductors are used, TX and GND
HALF-DUPLEX: Bi-directional communication between the devices, but
only one device can transmit at a time. Often Handshaking is used:
RTS and CTS lines. So minimum of 3 conductors: TX, RX and GND this
one is most often used in the AV industry.
FULL DUPLEX: Bi-directional communication between the devices, both
the units can transmit at the same time (less used in AV industry….)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

3 conductors: TX, RX, GND (explain this by showing a DB9
connector).
Data is send between GND and TX, data is received between
GND and RX.
Distance between CPU and node is +/- 20 meters (60 feet).
Databits: information is send in packages of 8 or 7 bits
Startbit and stopbit’s (normally 1 startbit and 1 or 2 stopbits).
Transmission speed between CPU and node is Baudrate
(bits/seconds).
With RS-232 the maximum baudrate is 19200 bps.
Parity control (datacheck in the package) Odd, even or None.
Flow control also know as handshaking.

Protocol and serial settings

In serial communication, bytes are disassembled into series of bits, to
be transmitted from one device to another over a single wire. Often
the information is sent in packages of seven or eight data bits. To let
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the receiving device know when the package starts and stops, one
start bit and one or two stop bits are added.
The most important variable in the asynchronous protocol is the
transmission speed, called the baud rate, expressed in bits per
second (bps). The maximum baud rate for RS232 is 115200 bps.
Two more variable settings are: Parity and Flow Control or
Handshaking.
Parity can be Odd, even or None and determines whether to add a bit
to each set of data bits used to validate the data package for
transmission errors. Flow Control or Handshaking can be (Xon/
Xoff) Software Handshaking, (RTS/ CTS) Hardware handshaking, or
none.
Handshaking is used by the receiver to tell the sender to stop
transmitting as it is not ready to accept more data at that time. If
done via hardware, two extra conductors are used, the RTS (Request
to Send) and CTS (Clear to Send), if done via software, the code Xon
and Xoff are sent. Most often used is NONE.
Typical serial settings: 9600 Bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no parity.
Pin assignment:

Pin 2 (RX), Pin 3 (TX) and pin 5 (GND) are always used, Pin 7 (RTS)
and pin 8 (CTS) are optional dependant on what device you are talking
to. A good source of this information is the Crestron Cable database.
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• RS422
The limitation of RS232 is the maximum distance between the two
devices of 50 feet or 15 meters at a baud rate of 19200 bps. The
higher the baud rate, the shorter the distance that can be covered.
The RS232 standard is an unbalanced way of sending information,
thus very sensitive for noise. To be able to cover longer distances, the
RS422 standard was developed, which is a balanced way of sending
information and thus more noise tolerant. As a result of this each
transmit and receive line uses two conductors (+TX, -TX, +RX, -RX).
The maximum distance between the devices is now 4000 feet or
1200 meters at a baud rate of 115200 bps
Beside the difference in cable length the second big difference is the
maximum baud rate that can go up to 40 Megabits per second in
RS422.
o Data is transported in a balanced form this makes it possible to
increase the distance between CPU and node up to 1200 meters
(4000 feet).
o 5 conductors TX+ TX- RX+ RX- GND
TX+
TXGND

∆TX: This is the value that will
be send between the CPU and
the node.
*same counts for the Receive

Baudrate is possible up to 115200 bit per second
• RS485
This is a variation of the RS422 protocol, allowing multiple slave
devices (up to 64) to be addressed by 1 master device. The master
sends an address within the command to that makes it possible to
control a specific slave. CRESTRON has it’s own protocol based on the
RS485 protocol, allowing the processor to communicate with a
maximum of 252 devices on the CRESNET port.
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This is a varation of the RS-422 protocol, only now 2 wires will handle all the
datatransmition between CPU and nodes.

ID 03

ID 01
Node

Node

Node

CPU

ID 02

o
o
o
o
o
•

Correct, our Cresnet is actually based on a RS-485 network.
Distance +/- 5000 feet (+/- 1,2 km)
Baudrate 115200 bps
Instead of seperate serial cables coming from a CPU to each node,
you can now daisy chain and give each node a separate ID.
Pin out assignment CRESTRON COM PORTS:

The pin-outs are as follows for Bi-Directional RS232:
PIN DIRECTION

DESCRIPTION

2

(RXD) RS-232 Receive Data

1

No Connection

3

From Crestron

4
5

To Crestron

No Connection

(TXD) RS-233 Transmit Data

Ground

RS-232 Signal Common

7

From Crestron

* (RTS) RS-232 Request to
Send, Only use if selected in
SimplWindows program.

8

To Crestron

9

No Connection

6

No Connection

* (CTS) RS-232 Clear to Send,
Only
use
if
selected
in
SimplWindows program.
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The pin-outs are as follows for Bi-Directional RS422:
PIN DIRECTION

DESCRIPTION

To Crestron

(RXD-) RS-422
(Idles low)

4

From Crestron

5

Ground

(TXD+) RS-422 Transmit Data
(Idles high)

6

To Crestron

(RXD+) RS-422
(Idles high)

Receive

Data

From Crestron

(TXD-) RS-422
(Idles low)

Transmit

Data

1
2
3

7
8
9

Receive

RS-422 Signal Common

Data

*= RS-422 transmit and receive are balanced signals requiring two lines plus a
ground in each direction. RXD+ and TXD+ should idle high (going low at start of data
transmission). RXD and TXD- should idle low (going high at start of data
transmission). If necessary, RXD+/RXD-and TXD+/TXD- may be swapped to
maintain correct signal levels.

The pin-outs are as follows for Bi-Directional RS485. NOTE, not all com
ports support support RS485, review the manual which is also
available on-line as well as SimplWindows for specifics:
Com (DB9) Connector

DIRECTION DESCRIPTION

Tie Pins 4 & 6 together

BiDirectional (RS485 + ) RS-485

Tie Pins 1 & 9 together
Pin 5

BiDirectional (RS485 - ) RS-485
Ground
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•

Serial settings of the Crestron COM port:

•

ASCII codes

The communication between a keyboard and the CPU is also via codes,
but since you have more than 2 (binary) or 16 (hexa) characters on a
keyboard they had to create something like the ASCII format. Every
key on the keyboard will actually generate a 8 bit (1byte) code. Every
Byte is representing a certain character.
Show with the help of the conversion table witch ASCII codes that you
have.
Example: 182 decimal is Ā in ASCII
(See appendix for the ASCII table)
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2. Exercise: Creating a serial signal
New used symbols
•

Analog to Serial [txa]

The Analog to Serial symbol constructs a string from the low bytes or
high bytes of its analog inputs, or from a combination of analog
inputs and string constants, and then transmits the string with each
rising edge of <trig>. In this way the symbol can update the serial
data during run time.
The <Format> parameter determines whether data is taken from the
low bytes or high bytes of the analog inputs. It also specifies what
special formatting, if any, is to be applied to the string before it is
transmitted.
•

Analog/Serial one shot [smv, s1shot]

The Serial/Analog One-Shot symbol drives its output signal high with
each transition of the input. The output goes high for the period
specified by <pulse_time>, and low when <pulse_time> expires.
The Serial/Analog One-Shot symbol is retriggerable, meaning that it
will recognize any changes in the input, even while <out> is high,
causing it to start the count all over again. The output will not go low
until the full <pulse_time> has elapsed without interruption.

3. Exercise: Creating a variable serial signal
New used symbols
• Serial to Analog [rxa]
The Serial to Analog symbol evaluates its serial input string until it
finds an exact match with the string (or string fragment) that is
defined by the <p> parameters. It then extracts selected characters
from the string and transmits each character as a separate analog
signal, such that the analog value of each output is the same as the
ASCII value of the extracted character.
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Consider a security system that transmits data in the format:
\x2A {1-byte zone number} {2-byte zone status} {5-byte zone
name} \x35 {1-byte checksum} \x26
Where the hexadecimal values are constants and the fields in curly
braces are variable values. Suppose that the two bytes representing
the zone status must be extracted and routed to two analog outputs
whenever the zone number equals \x01. Further suppose that the
zone name and the checksum are irrelevant.
Since there are twelve bytes of input data there must be twelve <p>
parameters, defined as follows:
<p1> (must match \x2A): 012Ah
<p2> (must match \x01): 0101h
<p3> (extracted and routed to <byte1>): 0200h
<p4> (extracted and routed to <byte 2>): 0200h
<p5> (ignore): 0000h
<p6> (ignore): 0000h
<p7> (ignore): 0000h
<p8> (ignore): 0000h
<p9> (ignore): 0000h
<p10> (must match \x35): 0135h
<p11> (ignore checksum): 0000h
<p12> (must match \x26): 0126h
Here <p3> and <p4>, the two bytes representing the zone status,
will be extracted and routed to the <byte 1> and <byte 2> analog
outputs.
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4. Exercise: Audio/video switching

The protocol for the QM-MD switcher can be found in the Simpl
Windows help file within the topic ‘QM-MD 16x16’.
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5. Exercise: Meridian
Work in groups of two people. One person acts as the CRESTRON
system, one person as the MERIDIAN unit.

Crestron sends volume up and down commands VP and VM to the
Meridian, using pulses of 0.2s. The Crestron processor and the
Meridian are both linked to one another via serial port A.

The Meridian receives this string and sends the actual volume to the
CRESTRON in the official format being: MUSIC(5 spaces)00 to
MUSIC(5 spaces)99.
On the Meridian touchpanel, the actual volume should be displayed.
Crestron receives the reply from Meridian and takes out the volume
information to send to a Gauge.
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6. Exercise: Console command
New used symbols
• Console [console]
The Console symbol transmits (<tx$>) and receives (<rx$>) serial
data to and from the Viewport console. This allows us to send
commands to the processor as if from viewport and also receive
commands and responses from viewport.
• Serial Gather [gather]
The Serial Gather evaluates its serial input string until it finds the
character specified in the <delimiter> parameter. Then it transmits
the delimited portion of the string (including the <delimiter>). The
remaining string fragment is stored in an internal buffer that is the size
of the <length> parameter. If the input should contain multiple
delimited strings, each delimited portion is transmitted in order until
the symbol no longer finds a matching character.
• Serial Substring [sub$]
The Serial Substring evaluates it’s serial input string until it find either
the start character or start position and collects the string up to the
end character or end position. This serial result is sent out of the out$.
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DAY 3
1. Exercise: TCP/IP Client
The Soundserver is an Ethernet Device at IP address 10.0.0.40. The
port number for communications is 5xx based on your seat position in
the training room starting with 501 for processor 1 leading to 512 for
processor 12.
Protocol to control the
• Previous disc:
• Next disc:
• Previous track:
• Next track

soundserver:
CD –\r
CD +\r
TR –\r
TR +\r
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2. Exercise: Roomview
We will look at the implementation of the roomview symbol to allow
control over the system power, projector power, lamp life etc.
The Roomview interface uses the internal loopback address for
communication and therefore should have 127.0.0.1 as its IP address.
The IP-ID should be set to 05.
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3. Exercise: Crosspoint routing
This exercise is designed to demonstrate the implementation of the
Crosspoint router symbols and their respective effects on program
speed and size.
Our exercise uses 2 touchpanels on our single TPS-4000 to represent
separate rooms of a house. Each room in the house should be able to
control the lights in any other room.
The Equipment Crosspoint Routing symbol works in combination with
the Control Crosspoint Routing and Equipment/Control Crosspoint
Connect symbols to facilitate signal routing in large AV applications
where multiple interfaces control multiple devices.
For example, a non-crosspoint system that includes 4 touchpanels
controlling 5 devices requires 20 control paths.

Implementing the above system requires a minimum of 60 gates. That
is, each of the 20 control paths requires 3 buffers for routing digital,
analog and serial signals.
The use of Crosspoint symbols reduces the number of gates required
to implement the system.
All the signals from a control source such as a touchpanel are routed
to the Control Crosspoint symbol. All the signals from a device are
routed to an Equipment Crosspoint symbol. The signals coming into
the input side of one symbol type will be propagated to the output side
of the other symbol type.
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New used symbols
Equipment Crosspoint Routing [ecross]
Control Crosspoint Routing [ccross]
Equipment / Control Crosspoint Connect [eccon]
Each Control Crosspoint symbol has a unique Control ID; each
Equipment Crosspoint symbol has a unique Equipment ID. The Control
ID and the Equipment ID are fed into the Equipment/Control
Crosspoint Connect symbol, which controls the connections between
the two symbols.

4. Exercise: E-powerpoint
E-powerpoint enables the Crestron control system to control a
Microsoft PowerPoint presentation running on a PC. The software
detects loss of connection and automatically reconnects.
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APPENDIX
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